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Why is Rhythm Important?

I’m going to reduce the elements of reading music down to three parts: note recognition, 
rhythm recognition and fingering. These three parts are the basis for reading music. 
Obviously dynamics, phrasing and many other important parts are missing.

Note recognition is knowing what the name of the note is when you see it on the staff 
and where it is located on the keyboard.

Fingering is important because poor fingering can lead to into a “dead” end and break 
the flow of music.

In my opinion, the most important element of music is rhythm. With poor rhythm, the 
piece will sound terrible. Whereas good rhythm will help to cover up note mistakes.

Imagine that you dancing while a band performs. If the guitar player or another 
instrument plays a bad note, you won’t be bothered by it, or in most cases, even know 
that a wrong note was played. However, if the drummer loses the beat, you’ll 
immediately hear it and feel it. This is because rhythm is within all of us. Our heart beat 
programs us to be in tune with rhythms around us. 

The lesson is...rhythm is important! So, let’s get started.

Time signatures & Meter

Time signatures tell us how many beats are in each measure. A measure is 

everything between two bar lines.

There are only two ways to divide beats in music: dupal and triple. Dupal means 

two and triple means three. This means that all measures and Time signatures 

can be divided into two or three beats. It is common to hear music only in dupal 

or triple meters. 

A Time signature tells us what the meter is, how many beats there are per 

measure and what note equals one beat. Let’s work with the common 4/4 time. 

Notice I am using the word ‘time’ as an abbreviation for Time signature. This is 

common.

This example shows us the Time signature for 4/4 time. When reading a Time 

signature, you break apart the two numbers into the top number (numerator) and 

the bottom number (denominator).
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The numerator tells us how many beats are in each measure. So, in 4/4 time, we 

have four beats per measure. The does not mean that we have to only have four 

notes per measure. We might have one note or even sixteen or more notes in 

one measure of 4/4 time.

The denominator tells us what note will equal one beat. In 4/4 time, the 4 tells us 

that the quarter note will equal one beat. Other common variations: 2 means the 

half-note equals one beat. 8 means the eighth note equals one beat and 16 

means the sixteenth-note equals one beat.

So, we now know that in 4/4 time, there will be four beats per measure and that 

the quarter note will equal one beat.

4/4 time is dupal. You can break the measure into 2+2. Now let’s look at 3/4 time 

which is triple: 1-2-3.

In 3/4 time, there are three beats per measure and the quarter note equals one 

beat.

4/4 and 3/4 time are by far the most common Time signatures that you’ll come 

across. So, when I refer to the duration of notes (later in the lesson), you’ll notice 

that I will define a quarter note as equalling one beat. However, in a Time 

signature like 6/8, the quarter note will actually equal two beats! This will make 

more sense once we get into the rhythms.
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In 6/8 time, there are six beats per measure and the eighth note equals one beat. 

This means you will have either six eighth notes or their rhythmic equivalent. For 

example, instead of six eighth notes, you might see three quarter notes or four 

eighth notes and one quarter note.

2 beats

1 beat

Vocalizing Rhythms

You vocalize rhythms by putting “non-sense” names to the notes. You might of done 
this in music class as a kid. The vocalization technique that I have developed has 
worked very well for students, but it is only one tool. I will also show you later in this 
lesson how to sub-divide complex rhythms.

When vocalizing, I realize that you might feel silly to be saying these non-sense words 
out loud. If you feel self-conscious, say them under your breath or silently to yourself. It 
is important that you really try to vocalize rhythms, because 1) it works and 2) you will 
begin to internalize and feel the rhythms better.

Throughout the rest of the lesson, I will introduce rhythms and their vocalization. 
Vocalize each rhythm several times. To really see rhythmic improvement, I suggest that 
you devote 10-15 minutes per practice session to work only on rhythms. You can also 
bring sheet music with you and vocalize and tap the rhythms while on the bus, during a 
coffee break or at any free point in your day.
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Quarter Notes & Rests

The quarter note equals one beat and is vocalized using the word “DAH”. The quarter-
rest gets the same duration, but it is a place-holder. Rests allow us to put space 
(silence) in our music without losing the beat.
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Quarter Note

Quarter-rest
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Half & Whole Notes & Rests

Half-notes equal two beats and are vocalized using the words “Doo - oo”. Whole notes 
equal four beats or one-measure’s worth of time.
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Doo - oo    “Doo - oo”       Doo - oo     Doo - oo      Doo - oo    Doo - oo      “Doo - oo”   Doo - oo

1-2-3-4

1-2-3-4

Half-note Half-rest

Whole-note

Whole-rest
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Swing vs. Straight

Rhythms can be performed either swung or straight. However, there are degrees to how 
much you swing the notes. These variations of swing help to define a player’s style. You 
can recognize a player by how they swing their notes. Oscar Peterson and Bill Evans 
swung entirely different from one another. Every player interprets swing in their own 
way. So, when I vocalize these swing rhythms, remember that you do not have to sound 
exactly like me!

Up to this point we have only covered quarter- and half-notes. You will not hear much of 
a difference in the value of a swung quarter note verses one played straight. The note 
that really sees the most change in value between straight and swung is the eighth 
note. Typically, method books and teachers will use the long-short comparison. This 
works, but does not really swing comfortably.

Vocalize the eighth notes using the words “Dee-ba”. This vocalization will prove to be 
extremely useful to you and you’ll find it much easier to vocalize eighth note rhythms 
using this approach.

You will use the -same- vocalization no matter if the notes are swung or straight. You’ll 
hear the difference in the examples.
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Downbeat, Upbeat & Syncopation

The beat can be broken into two parts, the downbeat and the upbeat. If you stomp your 
foot to the beat, when your foot hits the ground, that is the downbeat. When your foot is 
in the air, that is the upbeat. 

So, if we take four quarter notes and break them into eighth notes, we get:

You can see that the first eighth note is the downbeat while the second is the upbeat. 
Now, in order to really hear a phrase as starting on an upbeat, we need to replace the 
down beat with a rest. 
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downbeat

upbeat

downbeat

upbeat

downbeat

upbeat

downbeat

upbeat

upbeat

downbeat

In this example, the phrase is 

beginning on an upbeat. The 

downbeat is a rest.
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Syncopation is when we stress beats that would normally not be stressed. The 
downbeat, especially downbeats one and three, are often stressed while the upbeats 
are normally not stressed. If we begin phrases on upbeats or stress the upbeat, we 
create syncopation. Do not worry if you can not play this rhythm yet. You will by the end 
of this lesson!

In this example, we have a string of eighth notes with accents above some downbeat 
and upbeats. When you see the accent, you play that note a little bit louder. This is 
another way to syncopate a rhythm.

By adding broken chords to the above example, we get this:
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upbeat upbeat
downbeat downbeat downbeat downbeat

upbeat upbeat upbeat upbeat upbeat

upbeat upbeat
downbeat downbeat downbeat downbeat
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Eighth Notes on The Downbeat

Now that we have a better understanding of downbeats and upbeats, let’s work on 
vocalizing eighth note phrases that start on a downbeat. Remember, if you are not 
completely comfortable with the differences between downbeats, upbeats and 
syncopation, do not worry! These concepts will make more sense to you as we go 
through the examples in this lesson.

Eighth notes get half of a beat each. Two eighth notes make up one beat. Remember 
above how we broke the beat up into eighth notes. We were taking one beat and 
breaking it into two equal parts. One eighth note is half of one beat.
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Eighth Notes Starting on The Upbeat

Eighth note phrases starting on an upbeat will almost always reveal themselves 
because they will begin with an eighth rest. An eighth rest looks like the number seven. 
Eighth-rests are also equal to half of one beat.
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Eighth Notes Tied Into Other Notes

When two notes are joined together with a tie, their values are added together. Imagine 
a piece of rope that is one meter long. If you join or (tie it) to another piece of rope one 
meter long, you now have a larger piece of rope that is two meters long. For this 
example. let’s forget about the length loss due to the knot!

In music, when we join two notes together with a tie, they now become one bigger note. 
The vocalization would remain the same. However, this is important, you WILL NOT 
perform the second note. You are only vocalizing the second note so that you keep its 
place in the timeline.
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“_”  ba dee ba DAH dee ba    “_”  baaa  DAH dee ba   DAH dee ba DAH DAH   DAH dee baaa    dee ba 
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Triplets

Triplets are three ‘attacks’ or ‘hits’ in one beat. Tap your hand and say “one, two, three” 
each time your hand hits your lap. The vocalization that I like to use is “Trip-a-let”. 
Triplets are very common in all styles of music. Even though they look like eighth notes, 
triplets do not get swung. 
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trip - a - let     trip - a - let   Doo-oo
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Sub-dividing The Beat

In the section “Downbeat, Upbeat & Syncopation”, I showed you how to break the beat 
into two parts, the downbeat and the upbeat. In this section, I am going to teach you an 
alternate way to vocalize your rhythms. This is the method that I learned when I was 
first starting out at the piano. It works extremely well for complicated rhythms and 
straight rhythms. However, I created my own vocalization approach because I do not 
think the sub-dividing method feels as natural as “Dee-ba’s” when it comes to swung 
rhythms.

When sub-dividing we label the beats as 1-2-3-4 and use the plus sign ‘+’ to indicate our 
upbeats.
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1    +  2  +   3+   4  +      1   + 2+    3+   4  +      1+  2   +  3+  4+      1+  2   +3+     4   +

1   +   2+ 3+  4  +      1   +   2  +  3+  4   +      1  +  2   +  3   +  4+     1+  2  +   3  +   4+


